Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The town of Gijón and its Port {#Sec2}
------------------------------

Gijón is a town located on the north coast of Spain, in the Principality of Asturias. It is the most populated municipality of this region, with a total of 273,422 inhabitants according to 2016 census. This town, together with Oviedo (220,648 inhabitants) and Avilés (79,514 inhabitants) and other small towns, forms a metropolitan area with more than 850,000 inhabitants. It was founded in the fifth century B.C. During the twentieth century it underwent significant development due to industry, something which is still of great importance to the local economy.

The weather in Gijón is defined by its proximity to the sea and the low mean altitude. The annual level of precipitation is quite high, with a total of 920 L per square meter and year. Regarding temperature, the coldest month is January, with an average temperature of 8.9 °C, while the hottest is August with 19.7 °C. The average annual temperature is 13.8 °C. Winds are sporadic and seasonal. The wind regime is dominated by two main components^[@CR1]^. During winter it blows from W-WSW, while in summer it comes from E-ENE on the coast.

The Port of Gijón, named *El Musel*, is one of the main ports of the Atlantic Arc and the leading port in the movement of solid bulk in Spain. It is located in the Cantabrian Sea (43°34′N, 5°41′W). Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a shows its position on the North Atlantic Spanish coast and Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b is an aerial picture of the town, where the location of the port can be observed.Figure 1(**a**) position of the Port of Gijon on the North Atlantic coast of Spain, (**b**) aerial picture of Gijón and its Port (inside the red line) including the position of the weather station.*Source*: Google Maps, Map data©2019 Google; <https://www.google.es/maps/@43.5547854,-5.6995551,9849m/data=!3m1!1e3>. The map was edited with PowerPoint version: 16.0.12527.20260.

The commercial exploitation of this port started in 1907. In the 1990s there was a development plan that doubled its area and which led to a significant increase in its activity. Its infrastructure is adapted to modern market requirements in terms of drafts, springs and storage areas and a range of services with the best standards of quality. It has 415 hectares of land surface and 7,000 linear meters of dock, structured in areas with the appropriate characteristics to serve each kind of traffic, i.e. specialized terminals for solid bulks, liquids and containers, and multi-purpose facilities for various types of traffic.

In the beginning, the exports were mainly iron ore and coal. Subsequently, the port would expand on its breakwaters and piers, and in the 1940s became the main Spanish port in traffic movement. The industrial activity of the Principality of Asturias has its main ally in the Port of Gijón. Currently, it is the main bulk port in Spain and one of the most important ports of the Atlantic Arc. According to the traffic statistics of the Annual Report of 2018, a total of 18,226 ships entered the port during that year, which meant a total of 79,294 containers and 12.7 millions of tonnes in the dry bulk terminal, of which 6.4 corresponded to iron ore, 3.4 to iron steel and 2.8 to steam coal. The net revenue in 2018 was 42.2 million euros.

Pollution and particulate matter studies {#Sec3}
----------------------------------------

The World Health Organisation has reported that air pollution has an adverse effect on people's health and development^[@CR2]^. It is well-known that long-term exposure to high levels of air pollution is linked to decrements in lung function in children^[@CR3]^. A Swiss study found increased levels of allergic sensitisation in adults living in proximity to busy roads for periods longer than 10 years^[@CR4]^. Also, the PM~10~ pollutant is amongst those regulated under the Air Quality Framework Directive on ambient air quality assessment and management^[@CR5]^.

A continuous exposure to pollutants such as Carbon Monoxide (CO), Carbon Dioxide (CO~2~), oxides of nitrogen (NO~x~), and particulate matter is reported to cause health problems in the population living in the affected areas^[@CR6],[@CR7]^. Particulate matter is formed by different chemical products, mostly produced by anthropogenic processes^[@CR6]^ and with significantly variable diameters. Their anthropogenic origin is the reason why they are more present in urban areas^[@CR8]^ than in unpopulated areas.

Air quality issues are relevant in ports and areas nearby. In general, the duty cycle of marine vessels is longer than that of roadside vehicles. This means that ship engines generally use older technology than cars and due to their engine power they are also much more pollutant^[@CR9]^. Previous studies have analysed PM~10~ concentrations in ports and coastal areas like the Bay of Algeciras in Southern Spain^[@CR10]^. Another study analysed the impact of PM~2.5~ particles from ship emissions in southern California^[@CR11]^. In Turkey, shipping emissions in the regions of Candelari Gulf^[@CR12]^ and Ambarli Port^[@CR13]^, both with heavy shipping traffic, were investigated. Research carried out in the port^[@CR14]^ of Tarragona, Spain, made use of multi-linear regression models to study the contribution of different harbour activities to the levels of particulate matter in its area. In the same line there is another study,^[@CR15]^performed in Barcelona's harbour, also located in Spain and about 80 kms. as the crow flies from Tarragona, which has estimated that around 50--55% of PM~10~ and PM~2.5~ concentrations measured at the port could be attributed to harbour activities and that such activities provide about 9--12% of the total PM~10~ concentration in the air and about 11--15% of PM~2.5~ to the metropolitan area of this city Another interesting and innovative study^[@CR16]^ that deals with the problem of particulate matter in ports was performed in the port of Zhejiang. In this research, with the help of an unmanned aerial vehicle that integrated different sensors, authors have been able to create a profile of the vertical distribution of PM~2.5~, PM~10~ and total suspended particles from ground level to a height of 120 m. A study made at the port of Volos^[@CR17]^, in Greece, found that the highest PM~10~ concentration values were associated with days of calm winds, meaning a wind speed under $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$0.5\;\frac{m.}{{s.}}$$\end{document}$. The only research into ports that made use of a supervised learning methodology was the one concerning the port of Koper ^[@CR18]^. Koper is the only port in Slovenia and is located at the northern tip of the Adriatic Sea. Researchers made use of hourly PM~10~ concentrations and employed k-means clustering with Euclidean and city-block distances to cluster days. The results obtained showed the influence of rain intensity and wind speed in the clusters performed but the influence of any other pollutant was not studied. Finally, another study of interest was performed at the Port of Cork, which, like Gijón, is located on the Atlantic coast^[@CR19]^.

Use of machine learning techniques to forecast pollutant concentrations {#Sec4}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

In general, machine learning can be understood as a subset of methodologies of the artificial intelligence field that are able to learn in an automatic way. In other words, they can learn from data and predict future events. Nowadays, the use of machine learning methodologies has extended to almost all branches of science, including environmental studies. One of the main reasons for the use of machine learning approaches for air quality forecasting is the ability of these methodologies to capture non-linear relationships among variables.

Interest in the forecasting of air pollution in urban area dates back to more than a century ago, when large cities began to have problems with pollution ^[@CR20]^. In the 1970s, several statistical models for pollution forecasting were proposed^[@CR21],[@CR22]^. The first applications of machine learning methodologies in this field were in the 1990s. In those days most research performed made use of artificial neural networks^[@CR23],[@CR24]^.

Since then, the different studies performed have made use of other techniques such as genetic algorithms^[@CR25]^, Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering^[@CR26]^, k-means^[@CR27]^ or support vector machines as regressors^[@CR28]^.

Genetic algorithms have been employed as a supporting methodology for selecting the input variables and designing the high-level architecture of neural networks models. In certain research works^[@CR25]^, they were applied to the selection of the architecture and input variables of a multilayer-perceptron model for forecasting of hourly concentrations of NO. One of the limitations found by this technique is that training each neural network model is a time-consuming task and therefore, the number of parameters to be tuned must be limited.

Hierarchical agglomerative clustering is employed to group objects that are similar in subsets called clusters. The agglomerative clustering methodology starts with many small clusters and merges them together to create large ones. It has been successfully applied in order to study ozone exposure and cardiovascular-related mortality in Canada^[@CR26]^. The results obtained showed that this methodology is useful for studying the long-term effects of air pollution on cardiovascular diseases.

A recent study has shown how k-means clustering can be employed to categorize different locations in a big and populated city representing the variability of pollution according to the variables employed for the study^[@CR27]^. Finally, the use of support vector machines as a regressor has also been reported in some studies^[@CR28],[@CR29]^. In one of these^[@CR28]^ the support vector machine is employed as a regressor model for the forecast of the daily Beijing air quality index from 1^st^ January 2014 to mid-2016, while in the others^[@CR29],[@CR30]^ they are employed for the forecast of the daily average $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The aim of the present research is to forecast the air quality in a port area, specifically in the port area of the city of Gijón. For this purpose, the article applied different machine learning models (multilayer perceptron neural networks, support vector machine as regressor and MARS) and compared the performance of the predictions obtained for different time intervals with those given by two time series methodologies, one of them univariate (ARIMA) and the other multivariate (VARMA). This means that an exhaustive comparison is made of the prediction from 1 to 6 months in advance of the performance of five methods. This provides an interesting framework for the comparison of methodologies. All these methods were employed in the past for pollution forecasting, but never all in the same research, as far as the authors know. Therefore, the relevance of the present research is that it deals with the topic of monitoring air quality in a city, comparing different machine learning methodologies applied to the same data set.

The database {#Sec5}
------------

The information employed for this research has been obtained from one of the meteorological stations belonging to the network of Air Quality Monitoring of the Government of the Principality of Asturias, and more specifically from the one closest to the Port of Gijón, which is located at Argentina Avenue. This station records environmental measurements hourly. As is normal in all this kind of databases, about 0.23% of the raw observations taken each 15 min for all variables were missing. They were imputed with the help of the Multivariate Imputation by Chained Equiations (MICE) algorithm^[@CR31]^.

Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} shows the minimum, mean, maximum and standard deviation of the pollutants measured at Gijón Port for the period of study. The values considered for the present research were average monthly measurements from January 2010 to June 2018. Information from January 2010 to December 2017 was employed to forecast values from January to June 2018. Pollutants measured at the Port of Gijón were SO~2~, NO, NO~2~, CO, O~3~ and PM~10~.Table 1Port of Gijón. Minimum, mean, maximum and standard deviation of the variables of the study: sulfur dioxide (SO~2~), nitrogen monoxide (NO), nitrogen dioxide (NO~2~), carbon oxide (CO), ozone (O~3~) and particulate matter with a diameter less than 10 µm (PM~10~).MinimumMeanMaximumStandard deviationSO~2~ (µg/m^3^)4.00007.970620.00003.2379NO (µg/m^3^)4.000010.951030.00006.8091NO~2~ (µg/m^3^)7.000026.147146.00008.9159CO (µg/m^3^)0.18000.40230.86000.1362O~3~ (µg/m^3^)13.000038.000064.00009.9980PM~10~ (µg/m^3^)18.000031.519650.00007.6271

Materials and methods {#Sec6}
=====================

The present research calculates predictive models of PM~10~ concentration by means of autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA), vector autoregressive moving-average (VARMA), multilayer perceptron neural networks (MLP), support vector machines as regressor (SVMR) and multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS) models. In all cases the PM~10~ values were calculated in two ways: firstly, using the concentration of the six pollutants available as input variables and afterwards employing only four: SO~2~, NO, NO~2~ and PM~10~. The main reason why new models using only four variables of the six available are also trained and validated is that many meteorological stations, including some pertaining to the net of Air Quality Monitoring of the Government of the Principality of Asturias are only able to measure these four variables. In other words, the use of only the aforementioned four variables will allow us to compare the model performance according to the input variables employed and will serve as a reference for future studies. Please note that what was said before relates to all the models of the present research except for ARIMA, where only concentration of PM~10~ are employed for the forecasting. In all cases, for continuous variables minimum, mean, maximum and standard deviation were calculated.

Forecasts are performed from 1 to 6 months in advance. The reason why it might be of interest to perform forecasts 6 months in advance is two-fold. On the one hand, high PM~10~ concentrations have adverse effects on human health and on the other, having such a forecast would be helpful in order to take measurements that would make it possible to comply with European air quality standards. According to the results obtained, the best forecast of PM~10~ concentration 1 month ahead is obtained by the SVMR model calculated with six variables. In the case of the forecast 6 months ahead the results of the MLP with six variables are slightly better. In other words, in the short-term the best forecasts are given by SVMR but in the long-term it is outperformed by MLP.

Autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) {#Sec7}
------------------------------------------------

ARIMA models can be considered as being an extension of ARMA (autoregressive moving average) known for their ability to provide a parsimonious description of a stationary stochastic process^[@CR32]^. ARMA models are composed of two polynomial terms, one for autoregression (AR) and another for moving average (MA). Given a time series of data $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma_{i}$$\end{document}$ are the parameters of the model.

ARIMA models are appropriate for those observation sets that are not necessarily generated by a time series, as is the case of the present problem. They considerably improve the empirical description of non-stationary time series^[@CR29]^. A stochastic process can be characterized as an ARIMA model if the d-th difference of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p$$\end{document}$ represents the order of the autoregressive part of the model, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$q$$\end{document}$ is the order of the weighted moving average and another parameter called $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A more in-depth explanation of ARIMA models goes beyond the scope of this research and can be found elsewhere^[@CR34]^. All the models employed in the present research were calculated with the help of the statistical software R^[@CR35]^. ARIMA models were calculated with the help of the series library^[@CR36]^.

Vector autoregressive moving-average (VARMA) {#Sec8}
--------------------------------------------

The Vector autoregression Moving-Average (VARMA) method models the next step in each time series using an ARMA model. In other words, it can be considered the generalization of ARMA to multivariate time series. This kind of model makes it possible to compute a set of time series at the same time, obtaining their within-correlations and cross-correlations^[@CR32]^. For these models calculus was performed with the help of the MTS library^[@CR37]^.
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                \begin{document}$$z_{t} = \phi_{0} + \mathop \sum \limits_{t = 1}^{p} \phi_{i} z_{t - 1} + a_{t} - \mathop \sum \limits_{t = 1}^{q} \theta_{i} a_{t - i}$$\end{document}$$
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According to Tsay and Wood^[@CR37]^, the VARMA model expressed in the previous equation can be rewritten in a more convenient way as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$q$$\end{document}$ values was performed following a methodology suggested in previous research^[@CR38]^. Akaike information criterion^[@CR39]^ (AIC) and Schwarz information criterion^[@CR40]^ (SIC) were employed to balance the improvement in the value of the log-likelihood function with the loss of degrees of the freedom which results from increasing the lag order of a time series model. With the help of both the maximum $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$q$$\end{document}$ values less or equal to then were calculated and finally, those with the best RMSE were presented in this paper.

Multilayer perceptron neural networks (MLP) {#Sec9}
-------------------------------------------

One of the first bio-inspired machine learning models was the one-layer perceptron. This kind of network was proposed by Rosemblatt^[@CR41]^ as a possible modelization of the neuron of the human brain. The rule of the perceptron adaption consists of a supervised iterative method that modifies the neuron weights. The multilayer perceptron is useful as a way in which to modelize a function. In a neural network the outcome is modelled by an intermediary data set of unobservable variables called hidden variables, which are linear combinations of the original predictors. However, this linear combination is typically transformed by a nonlinear function.

Kolmogorov^[@CR42]^ demonstrated that a two-layer network (one hidden layer and one output layer), with a non-linear differentiable activation function is able to approach any "soft" mapping if the number of neurons in the hidden layer is high enough. If a two-layer network like the one employed in the present research is considered, the operations for a system with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$q$$\end{document}$ neurons in the hidden layer can be expressed as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$y\left( n \right) = \sigma \left( {w^{y} \cdot \varphi \left( {w^{h} \cdot x\left( n \right)} \right)} \right)$$\end{document}$$ where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$x\left( n \right)$$\end{document}$ are the output and input of the net; $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma$$\end{document}$ is the activation function of the output layer; $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varphi$$\end{document}$ is the activation function of the hidden layer; $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$w^{h}$$\end{document}$ are the weights matrix for the output and hidden layer respectively.

One main requirement in order to make possible the MLP training^[@CR43]^ is that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varphi$$\end{document}$ be continuously-differentiable functions. Training is performed with the backpropagation method, which is a recursive application of the gradient descent method. For the purposes of this research, the neural network models were trained and validated with the help of the library neuralnet^[@CR44]^. The activation function employed is the logistic function. A more in-depth explanation of the foundations of neural networks may be found elsewhere^[@CR45]^.

Support vector machines as regressor (SVMR) {#Sec10}
-------------------------------------------

Support Vector Machines were introduced by the work of Vapnik^[@CR46]^. Although they were created by binary classification, nowadays they are used for different kinds of problems. Those employed for regression problems are called SVMR^[@CR29]^.
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                \begin{document}$$S = \left\{ {\left( {x_{1} ,x_{2} } \right), \ldots \left( {x_{n} ,y_{n} } \right)} \right\}$$\end{document}$, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$y_{i} \in \Re$$\end{document}$ the regression task involves finding those parameters $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$w = \left( {w_{1} , \ldots ,w_{d} } \right)$$\end{document}$ that make it possible to find the following lineal function^[@CR27]^:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f\left( x \right) = w_{1} x_{1} + \cdots + w_{d} x_{d} + b$$\end{document}$$

As in practice it is not possible to find these parameters with a prediction error equal to zero, a concept called soft margin is employed. For this, variable $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\xi_{i}$$\end{document}$ is employed and the equation is written as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\min \frac{1}{2}w,w + c\mathop \sum \limits_{i = 1}^{n} \left( {\xi_{i}^{ + } + \xi_{i}^{ - } } \right)$$\end{document}$$
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                \begin{document}$$\xi_{i}^{ + } < 0$$\end{document}$ in other cases.

With the help of the lagrangian function and the Karush--Kuhn--Tucker conditions, the problem can be expressed as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f\left( x \right) = \mathop \sum \limits_{i = 1}^{n} \left( {\alpha_{i}^{ - } - \alpha_{i}^{ + } } \right)x,x_{0} + b^{*}$$\end{document}$$ where$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} & \alpha_{i}^{ + } = C - \beta_{i}^{ + } \\ & \alpha_{i}^{ - } = C - \beta_{i}^{ - } \\ & b^{*} = y_{i} - w^{*} ,x_{i} \pm \varepsilon \\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$

In those cases where data cannot be adjusted with the help of a linear function, kernels are employed^[@CR47]^. Kernels transform data into a new space called characteristics space.

The regressor associated to the lineal function in the new space is as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f\left( x \right) = \mathop \sum \limits_{i = 1}^{n} \left( {\alpha_{i}^{ - } - \alpha_{i}^{ + } } \right)K\left( {x,x_{i} } \right)$$\end{document}$$
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                \begin{document}$$b^{*}$$\end{document}$ is not included in the function as it can be included as a constant inside the kernel. The kind of kernel function to be employed depends on the problem to be solved. For example, the radial basis function has been shown to be very effective, but in those cases where the data set comes from a linear regression, the linear kernel function obtains better results^[@CR48]^. The SVM as regressor models have been implemented with the functionalities of the library e1071^[@CR49]^. A good explanation of the use of SVM as regressor can be found in the work of Drucker et al.^[@CR50]^.

Multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS) {#Sec11}
-----------------------------------------------

MARS is a non-parametric modelling method driven by the following equation^[@CR51]^:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$y_{t} = f\left( {x_{t} } \right) = \beta_{0} + \mathop \sum \limits_{i = 1}^{k} \beta_{i} \cdot B\left( {x_{it} } \right)$$\end{document}$$ where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$y_{t}$$\end{document}$ is the output variable for each time $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta_{i}$$\end{document}$ are the model parameters for the different $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta_{0}$$\end{document}$ is the intercept and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$B$$\end{document}$ represents the model basis functions.

One of the main characteristics of the MARS models is that they do not make use of any a priori hypothesis concerning the relationships among the variables^[@CR52]^. The basis functions are defined as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} & B^{ - } = \left\{ {\begin{array}{*{20}l} {\left( {t - x} \right)^{q} } \hfill & \quad {if \;x < t} \hfill \\ 0 \hfill & \quad {otherwise} \hfill \\ \end{array} } \right. \\ & B^{ + } = \left\{ {\begin{array}{*{20}l} {\left( {t - x} \right)^{q} } \hfill & \quad {if\; x \ge t} \hfill \\ 0 \hfill & \quad {otherwise} \hfill \\ \end{array} } \right. \\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$
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                \begin{document}$$q$$\end{document}$ is the power of the basis function as is always a value either equal o larger than zero. In order to adjust a MARS model and decide which basis functions are to be included, MARS makes use of the generalized cross validation (GCV). This represents the root mean squared error divided by a penalty parameter that is defined by the model complexity^[@CR53]^. Its equation is as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$C\left( M \right) = M + 1 + d \cdot M$$\end{document}$$ where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$M$$\end{document}$ represents the number of basis functions in the equation and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$d$$\end{document}$ is a penalty parameter for each base function included in the model. For this research, a value of 2 has been assigned to such a parameter, while the maximum number of tracer interaction type base functions is restricted to 3. The MARS models employed in this research are based on those programmed in the library earth^[@CR54]^. A complete explanation of MARS models can be found in the original work of Friedman^[@CR51]^. Also, an easy-to-read introduction to this methodology can be found in the works of Put et al.^[@CR55]^.

Results and discussion {#Sec12}
======================

Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} shows the Pearson's correlation coefficients of all the variables in the study. The largest correlation coefficient in absolute value corresponds to variables NO and NO~2~ with 0.8626, followed by NO and O~3~ with − 0.7593 (inverse relationship) and SO~2~ and NO~2~ and SO~2~ and NO with 0.7160 and 0.7090 respectively. Correlation coefficients of variables SO~2~, NO, NO~2~ and O~3~ with PM~10~ can be considered in absolute value terms as moderate as they range from 0.4320 (CO and PM~10~) to 0.5251 (NO~2~ and PM~10~).Table 2Pearson's correlation coefficients of the variables of the study.NONO~2~COO~3~PM~10~SO~2~0.70900.71600.6503− 0.54830.4923NO0.86260.6587− 0.75930.5068NO~2~0.6755− 0.54750.5251CO− 0.48230.4320O~3~− 0.4663

Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} shows the results of the ARIMA model using the previous values of PM~10~ as the input variable. Tables [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}, [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}, [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}, [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"} and [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"} show the results obtained using the different models of four (SO~2~, NO, NO~2~ and PM~10~) and six variables (SO~2~, NO, NO~2~, CO, O~3~ and PM~10~) employed in the present research. In all cases, the results are presented in the same way. The first line represents the forecast performed using information from January 2010 to December 2017 as training values. This forecast is performed for the following 6 months. The second line shows the forecast performed using information from January 2010 to January 2018 and the forecasts from February 2018 (1 month ahead) to June 2018 (5 months ahead) as training values. For all the cases, and in order to make an easy comparison of real values with forecasting, root mean squared errors (RMSE) forecasting values from 1 to 6 months ahead and 1 month ahead for all models are presented in Table [9](#Tab9){ref-type="table"}. In the case of the ARIMA model (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}), the one that only makes use of past PM~10~ concentrations in order to predict their future values, the RMSE obtained for forecasts performed 1 month ahead was 6.3163 while the RMSE for forecast performed from 1 to 6 months ahead, the RMSE value was 7.6312. Please note that when we speak about the RMSE obtained for a forecast performed 1 month ahead, we refer to the values that are in the diagonal of the table (in the case of Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}: 22.2217, 32.0564, 19.7957, 22.9000, 34.6428 and 29.6487) as they are the ones calculated 1 month ahead. Regarding the forecast from 1 to 6 months ahead, we compare real values with the forecast of the first row of the table from January 2018 to June 2018 (in the case of Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}: 22.2217, 31.5194, 19.8269, 20.1082, 37.0095 and 31.8833). Please note that the real monthly averaged values from January to June 2018 were 29, 27, 26, 31, 29 and 24 respectively. These values are included in Tables [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}, [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}, [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}, [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"} and [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"} make comparisons more direct.Table 3Port of Gijón. Results of the ARIMA models using variable PM~10~.Jan-18Feb-18Mar-18Apr-18May-18Jun-1822.221731.519419.826920.108237.009531.883332.056421.455922.914032.894929.819419.795723.427934.406930.489822.900033.296129.694534.642829.340229.6487Avg292726312924 Table 4Port of Gijón. Results of the VARMA models using variables SO~2~, NO, NO~2~ and PM~10~.pqJan-18Feb-18Mar-18Apr-18May-18Jun-184239.610842.001721.080739.920221.753540.98304243.123624.594839.905322.472941.63834221.477040.434423.831734.41054240.856424.000135.04034221.856233.36784232.43334140.440742.693321.521040.003022.719541.51064143.805924.720840.249423.434941.81954121.934541.250523.901234.65274141.743424.962335.19304121.991933.87584132.59002140.149343.011321.362339.873123.034241.79242143.936925.406140.049323.905541.43422122.203341.625024.422634.74852141.826324.875334.89862121.713834.48392132.99791239.659743.312820.882239.859122.345941.51721244.784025.237640.280524.030940.59611221.537741.766324.422434.61401241.874625.002334.88471221.532134.56821232.5428Avg292726312924 Table 5Port of Gijón. Results of the VARMA models using variables SO~2~, NO, NO~2~, CO, O~3~ and PM~10~.pqJan-18Feb-18Mar-18Apr-18May-18Jun-184237.829044.048625.652840.289625.920139.42564242.889729.497936.660429.443239.68904224.619336.663330.277631.08314237.701329.034133.14414227.451633.90814231.85594138.733543.577725.563240.624826.274240.31054143.604028.929837.459328.625039.37064124.261837.241230.065731.76014138.858428.023833.70274127.902735.14524132.96232139.007544.232924.574441.088226.177040.78262144.075328.380339.134629.046238.89542124.779837.666128.449132.05092139.226127.154534.16482126.899834.97912132.84261239.636144.355825.190741.385325.339441.84251243.595927.515039.520127.364239.60721224.083239.207228.176133.72241240.515126.553834.69111227.146734.91881233.0177Avg292726312924 Table 6Port of Gijón. Results of the MLP models with variables SO~2~, NO, NO~2~ and PM~10~ and with variables SO~2~, NO, NO~2~, CO, O~3~ and PM~10~.Jan-18Feb-18Mar-18Apr-18May-18Jun-18**Model with variables SO**~**2**~**, NO, NO**~**2**~**and PM**~**10**~22.898228.315326.085320.479335.102930.977130.204326.374223.246930.122031.047025.182224.268632.297629.838825.404331.231927.862233.675527.883629.1743**Model with variables SO**~**2**~**, NO, NO**~**2**~**CO, O3 and PM**~**10**~23.920829.951421.007422.077534.291831.435230.312819.331824.615330.398230.558724.285725.639931.930229.849626.398930.946329.533933.390129.301929.7334Avg292726312924 Table 7Port of Gijón. Results of the SVMR models with variables SO~2~, NO, NO~2~ and PM~10~ and with variables SO~2~, NO, NO~2~, CO, O~3~ and PM~10~.Jan-18Feb-18Mar-18Apr-18May-18Jun-18**Model with variables SO**~**2**~**, NO, NO**~**2**~**and PM**~**10**~22.522429.421421.797721.746535.817529.203231.213219.405623.668832.285728.592224.958025.537532.581229.492026.054734.050728.371934.472328.910129.5071**Model with variables SO**~**2**~**, NO, NO**~**2**~**CO, O3 and PM**~**10**~23.638330.087921.426021.557234.457930.721330.929919.720024.438432.046429.602125.153925.578133.458230.045326.689932.689329.945232.907228.209029.5126Avg292726312924 Table 8Port of Gijón. Results of the MARS models with variables SO~2~, NO, NO~2~ and PM~10~ and with variables SO~2~, NO, NO~2~, CO, O~3~ and PM~10~.Jan-18Feb-18Mar-18Apr-18May-18Jun-18**Model with variables SO**~**2**~**, NO, NO**~**2**~**and PM**~**10**~31.724726.260927.901621.045621.701241.132925.987428.079922.601122.227839.428429.039224.414223.508339.559924.411823.506939.559923.479739.566541.8199**Model with variables SO**~**2**~**, NO, NO**~**2**~**CO, O3 and PM**~**10**~29.331425.876832.231930.781727.155939.483325.876831.386529.975026.446139.483331.418830.014226.502839.483330.721127.182639.483327.081539.483339.4833Avg292726312924 Table 9RMSE values 1 and up to 6 months ahead of all the models employed in the present study.Model and variables numberRMSEOne month aheadUp to 6 months aheadARIMA6.31627.6312VARMA (p = 4 q = 2) 4 variables10.102111.4189VARMA (p = 4 q = 1) 4 variables10.552911.7214VARMA (p = 2 q = 1) 4 variables10.621111.7832VARMA (p = 1 q = 2) 4 variables10.776711.8007VARMA (p = 4 q = 2) 6 variables8.576710.8202VARMA (p = 4 q = 1) 6 variables9.280211.0743VARMA (p = 2 q = 1) 6 variables9.517311.4786VARMA (p = 1 q = 2) 6 variables9.725211.9347MLP 4 variables4.62096.2661MLP 6 variables4.34026.0873SVMR 4 variables4.92496.1191SVMR 6 variables4.26496.1010MARS 4 variables8.25758.7319MARS 6 variables6.76056.8725

The RMSE values achieved 1 and up to 6 months ahead for all the models trained in the present research are shown in Table [9](#Tab9){ref-type="table"}. For forecasting 1 month ahead, the best results are obtained for the six variables of SVMR and MLP models, followed by the same models including only four variables. These results give us the idea that all the variables included in the study have a certain relevance in terms of performing an accurate PM~10~ prediction. After the MLP and SVMR models, according to RMSE values the next best in forecasting 1 month ahead is the ARIMA model, the only one that makes exclusive use of past PM~10~ values in order to forecast future concentrations. The ARIMA model is followed by MARS with six and four variables, while VARMA are the models that give the worst performance.

In the case of a forecast of up to 6 months ahead, the best performance according to RMSE value is also achieved by 6 variables MLP and SVMR models followed by the same models using only four variables. A remarkable change when compared with the forecast 1 month ahead is that the MARS model that includes 6 variables performs better than the ARIMA model. Finally, and as also happened with the forecasts 1 month ahead, the worst performance was shown by the VARMA models.

From our point of view, a remarkable fact is that the model performance in terms of RMSE in both 1- and 6-month ahead models is not only linked to the number of variables considered in it, but also to the kind of model selected. In other words, it is possible to find a model of only one variable (ARIMA) that performs better than others that include six variables in both 1- and 6-month ahead predictions (VARMA). Finally, the importance of a variable is very easy to assess with the help of a MARS model. The importance order found for the prediction of PM~10~ was as follows: PM~10~ value in the previous moments, followed by the previous measurements of CO, NO, O~3~, SO~2~ and NO~2~.

The main limitation of this study is that although original data is taken each 15 min, forecasts are performed for average monthly values. The reason why average monthly values were forecasted is that the results obtained by the authors when daily or hourly forecasts were performed were not as stable as the average monthly values. This is due to the influence of the port traffic in the pollution area, which does not follow a fixed cycle like urban traffic. Another limitation to be overcome in future studies is that in order to improve the results obtained it would be of interest to introduce some meteorological variables such as temperature, humidity, pressure, sun radiation, rainfall and wind speed and direction.

Conclusions {#Sec13}
===========

The results obtained in this research allow us to say that it is possible to predict PM~10~ concentration with the help of the value of this variable and the concentration of other pollutants by means of statistical and machine learning models. Also, another interesting issue is that as had already been found in previous studies,^[@CR56]^ the use of the concentration of other pollutants helps to obtain a more accurate prediction. In fact, the most accurate results were obtained for two kind of machine learning models, SVMR and MLP, when they made use of the values of the six available variables. The results obtained show how regression-based models like SVMR, MARS and MLP outperform univariate and multivariate time series-based models (ARIMA and VARMA). According to the findings of this paper and other previous ones^[@CR29]^, this is because the short-term relationships among pollutants are stronger than temporal relationships of PM~10~ concentration values with itself and with other variables. In other words, although it is possible to find certain seasonal patterns in monthly average pollutant values, the relationship of PM~10~ with the concentration of other pollutants is more important than the seasonal pattern.

Finally, this research affords the reader the opportunity to compare different machine learning and time series methodologies applied to the same data set to establish whether they are useful for PM~10~ concentration forecasting. If the average monthly values of PM~10~ from January to June 2018 are compared with those corresponding to the same months of the previous year, the RMSE result is 6.8557. This means that in forecasts 1 month ahead, MLP and SVM models of four and six variables and MARS of six variables outperform it. When forecasts are performed 6 months ahead MLP models of four and six variables and SVM of six variables outperform it. Although the proposed methodologies do not always outperform the mere use of the average values of PM~10~ concentrations of the same months of the previous year, they are a useful complementary tool for planning and taking decisions in advance.
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